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What people say
From SWAPO website: www.swapoparty.org
♦

Posted by Cde
Kapiye Timotheus
I don,t understand Radopa,s
members, why when they do
their meetings they just discuss
SWAPO Party? they where
having a small meeting at
okeeke nearby Ogongo in
Omusati region last saturday
with 26 people!!oh 26 people.
they can go to Omusati to do
their meetings but they can remember that Omusati is unbeatable region. 26 people
from a big region is nothing at
all. go and vote for the mighty
SWAPO party. CDES
ongonyo pombanda,even if
they are lying to each other we
don,t care. SWAPO will win.
viva Swapo!

♦

Posted by Cde
Kanamutenya, whk
Comrade Tala you are right,
Komeshooooo! Even RaDoPa
(“Reshuffled association Demagogic of Paranoid acid”) is
threatening the ECN yet they
wants to say they are democrats,
what a mockery? The judiciary
is independent and no one can
interfere with its affairs, imagine if they are showing their color
now what happen if they could
have power then? Shame! Although they gone never rule this
country anyway, let them swallow the blades waaaalye
walooooo tuuu, ehulilo lavo
otalikakala lafa ando peni ee?
Tse atweende ongenda
twaukilila tatu kahogololola O
SWAPO yetu manga tuli
momwenyo!

♦
Posted by
cde.Nehemiah ya Shoombe
ya Shoombe
When the history of any nation is written people remember those who defended the
country and nt who collaborated with the. VOTE
SWAPO FOR PEACE AND
STABILITY.............
♦

Posted by Cde
kapiye Timotheus
I want to thanx all people who
leave projects and join the ruling party SWAPO.please come
back home to SWAPO the party
we trust...!don,t join those weak
projects Radopa,nudo etc..they
do nothing for the Namibian
nations.just see what SWAPO
done,doing and will do for the
nations.election is nearby but
please go and vote SWAPO
party!

♦
Posted by Tala
Our mothers were deliberately
denied education before 1990.
Our fathers were deliberately enslaved through farm/mine
labour. Our human rights and
diginity were deliberately and
freely suppressed and oppressed.
Thanks to kakukutu Nujoma
and his leadership that now we
have Unam, Polytech and learning opportunities. Thanks to tate
Pohamba now we can talk of
Eenhaha, Helao Nafidi,

Omuthiya, Opuwo as towns.
Thanks now we can intermarry
as Namibians! Above all, thanks
to the Swapo leadership for
peace and development. All
these happened in 1990 (19901884) after 106 years of
colonialism.Swapo may not be
perfect but it is the best established party there is in Namibia.
We may be struggling with
many challenges but Swapo has
gone though Oshatotwa,
Cassinga, Oshikuku massacres
and many battles. We never defected, we never wavered, we
never gave up because we knew
thatAluta continua and e victoria
e
certa!
Kakururume
kOmobumbi calls all of us to
Vote for Swapo! Kabajani,
Pandeni, Witbooi, Tjitendero,
Garoeb, Kandanga, Nguvauva,
Mandume, Iipumbu, Lubowski,
Libertine Amadhila, Tjiriange
and Nujoma call us to take over
where they left off! Vote Swapo
for peace, unity and development!
♦
Posted by
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia
Karas
region,Hidipo
Hamutenya na Benjamin
Ulenga otuva kwete ne
momiishila.Omiishila dovo
otwe nditetako ohela.They can
fool people,but not all times.
♦
Posted by Cindy
Shipepe. Omusati click.com
Oocomrade, radopa i mean
rdp is power hungry and day
dreaming. They must watch
out for this coming election
result. The bats family will
increase but nyamu must take
note tht he does not have a
place in Swapo, shapo ota
landula Muyongo. Omapuli
otuna ku ga mona.
♦
Posted by Cde
kapiye Tuutaleni Timotheus
I want to worn all projects like
Radopa, Rupu, NUDO,
CODO, DTA etc not to mention
our lovely party SWAPO when
they do their campaign or what
ever please. Every time
SWAPO SWAPO, leave
SWAPO alone. Hidipo okwali
ominister
okwalonga
shike?nyamu
omwaali
moparliament okwalonga
shike? viva cde Pohamba! viva
cde Nujoma! please let,s go and
vote SWAPO on 26 and 27
november 2010. I am Kapiye
Timotheus at Walvis Bay.
♦
Posted by
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia
Dear
Comrades,RDP
anounced that,they are considering wether or not to contest the upcoming Regional
and Local Authority Elections
scheduled for 26-27 November 2010.What a shame?We
all know that RDP project is
a failure.They cann,t swallow
the humiliation and defeat
again.They know that
OSWAPO oya kindja!To contest or not we shall humiliate

and defeat them together
with their pupets of Phil
yaNangolo,Henk Mudge and
Gwen Lister.Donors fund is
drying up in RDP
account.Their rallies in
Keetmanshoop and Gobabis
has failed.People realise that
they were mislead by this opportunistic politicians, therefore they cann,t attract people
at their rallies any
more.What a shame for
Hidipco Hamutenya to address a small crowd at UN
Plaza over the weekend.This
is a sign that RDP is finished
once and for all.Victory is certain Comrades!SWAPO
U n i t e d , S WA P O
Victorious,Now
Hard
Work!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
♦

Posted by Cde
kapiye Timotheus
SWAPO party is here to stay
not a joke.RUPU(RP) and
Radopa(RDP) they are nothing
at all.check this projects COD,
MAG, NUDO, DTA etc they
are gone.be strong,be a swapo
party members for ever.go and
vote SWAPO party in
november.i thank you.

♦

Posted by
Mathews NehemiahOngwediva
Good
morning
all
commrades!! I am very
ashamed by RADOPA representative in National assembly and i really do not
know why they are there,
what they are doing there,
who they want to fool with
their lies, unprepared speech
made by puppets like nyamu,
naholo, limbo, luck and their
confused leader hidipo, since
they went there they never
brought up something which
even an abnormal person can
listen to. I think they need a
mental and physical treatment.

♦

Posted by Cde
Kanamutenya,whk
The recent opened Sophia
Shaningwa Branch by vice
President of SWAPO PARTY
Comrade Hage Geingob in
Ohama Yashuunda, Outapi
Constituency, Omusati Region
is a testimony of hard work and
should be recommended, it
serve as an example to all other
branches of the Party to follow
suit. Thanks to all comrades
who in one way or other contributed to the build of the office, our special thanks goes to
comrades Paulus Kapia, TONA
YANAMIBIA“cdeAmadhila”
to mention but few and to all
comrades we salute you for job
well done! Cde Shikutu
Shakana Ombandi babitised
Shamona Ombandi keep on
hard work.
SWAPO UNITED, SWAPO
VICTORIOUS, NOW HARD
WORK!!!
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Zoom In
By Asser Ntinda

Last weekend, we were treated to some mendacious, if not mediocre, statements by Rally for Democracy and Progress, RDP, President Hidipo
Hamutenya, telling a small group of his faithful that RDP would consider
boycotting the upcoming elections if the High Court did not issue its judgment on the outcome of the National Assembly and Presidential elections
court challenge by RDP and eight other political parties.
Whether this was a real threat or just a mere bluff by a frustrated politician
whose chances of winning any elections are very slim, only Hidipo himself can
tell. But whether the threat is real or just a mere bluff, he has really taken
more chunks than he can chew.
By now, Hidipo has realized that RDP stands no chance in the coming regional and local authority elections, hence such threats. With so many mass
defections from RDP throughout the country, these should be worrying, not
defining, moments for HH. His public utterances are informed and guided by
that piercing reality. And it hurts and blurs his sights.
Courts have strict procedures to follow. Every piece of evidence must be
thoroughly examined without undue pressure. It is worse when such mounting pressure comes from a politician. It amounts to interference in the independency of our judiciary, which has been meticulous in its work over the
past years, thus earning itself an unfettered status of being independent and
impartial in what it says and does.
That reputation has not been easy to earn. It must, therefore, be vigorously
protected by every person who is seriously concerned about the future of this
country.
Why has Hidipo, all of a sudden, started punching on the Judiciary, Rambo
style? Hidipo said last weekend that unless the High Court delivered its judgment before November 27, RDP would boycott the upcoming regional and
local authority elections. What has that boycott got to do with the High Court
judgment?
The High Court rightly said that the issues raised in the election application
were many and complex with far-reaching implications. The Court therefore
has every intention of giving each issue raised proper and careful consideration, and hand it down when it is ready, not at a time dictated to the Court by
Hidipo.
Whether RDP boycotts the elections or not, for us, that is immaterial. It is
the future of his party that is at stake anyway. He alone knows how to nurse its
septic wounds. Whichever decision he takes will, in one way or another, only
affect his party. He is running it down at a supersonic speed. And his followers
are watching in disbelief, wondering whether what they see happening is real
or is just a dream from which they would wake up soon.
The scandalous boycott of the National Assembly only succeeded to send
RDPsupporters confused. The short-lived marriage with the Republican Party,
RP, simply worsened the situation. Recently, we saw annoyed members of the
public striking off their names from RDP’s lists, complaining that they were
not consulted when their names were put on such lists as RDP candidates for
the November regional and local authority elections.
This was a clear indication that RDP never held elections to elect their candidates. People were just handpicked, without even their consent, and had
their names submitted to the Electoral Commission of Namibia, ECN, to
meet the requirements. But the most interesting question is, in doing so, who
did RDP think it was cheating?
The anger with which people struck off their names from such lists only
embarrassed and humiliated RDP itself in public, weeks before people go to
vote. This was, indeed, a classic exercise in self-amputation par-excellence.
Even the few people whom Hidipo has succeeded to convert are now questioning his leadership qualities and abilities. And, like Josef Rooi in
Keetmanshoop, they are voting with their feet, going to look for sustainable
political greener pastures elsewhere, rather than confining themselves to a
tiny barren plot that RDP occupies on Namibia’s political landscape.
Now he has pulled out another surprise – election boycott – which he now
wants to keep hanging on the High Court’s head like the proverbial Sword of
Damocles, while pressurizing High Court judges to rush into judgments just
to please him. This is a direct attack on the independence of our judiciary,
which must be condemned with the contempt it deserves.
Do not boycott these elections as you did during the Tobias Hayinyeko Constituency by-election two years ago. People need you in the boxing ring to
watch the show. Have balls and walk the race like all other political contenders. After all, you chose to run, willingly at that. You can’t proclaim your
political ability to run and suddenly hide behind such gaffes. You made that
choice, you must live with its consequences.

